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Why Anaconda
• Users want us to provide a stable, yet flexible Python environment

• From a support point of view, this can be challenging

• Users will want different Python versions (some still need Python 2!)

• The number of packages and modules seems almost infinite

• Some users will require access to old versions of modules. This seems to 
be common among grad students nearing the end of their thesis projects 
who don’t want subtle changes in results from bioinformatics pipelines.

• Some Python packages can have dependencies on systems libraries

• Using Anaconda, users can easily manage their own Python installations, with 
the added bonus that they can maintain consistency from laptop to cluster 



How some view the Python ecosystem

https://xkcd.com/1987/



Anaconda installation
Installing Anaconda on the cluster is easy and doesn’t require root access or any special 
knowledge. 

• Go to https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/

• Follow link to Download page and select Linux
https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/#download-section

• Right click download button to copy link location then use wget to install in your home 
directory on TSCC or Comet
wget https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-2019.03-Linux-x86_64.sh

https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/
https://www.anaconda.com/distribution/
https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-2019.03-Linux-x86_64.sh


Anaconda installation

$ wget https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-5.1.0-Linux-x86_64.sh

--2018-04-30 10:41:45-- https://repo.anaconda.com/archive/Anaconda3-5.1.0-
Linux-x86_64.sh
Resolving repo.anaconda.com... 104.17.108.77, 104.17.109.77, 104.17.111.77, 
...
Connecting to repo.anaconda.com|104.17.108.77|:443... connected.
HTTP request sent, awaiting response... 200 OK
Length: 577996269 (551M) [application/x-sh]
Saving to: "Anaconda3-5.1.0-Linux-x86_64.sh"

100%[========================================================================
===========>] 577,996,269 58.0M/s in 9.4s

Download to cluster (Comet or TSCC) is fast and takes about 10 seconds



Anaconda installation

$ time bash Anaconda3-5.1.0-Linux-x86_64.sh
Welcome to Anaconda3 5.1.0

…
Thank you for installing Anaconda3!
real 5m50.775s
user 1m39.212s
sys 0m42.248s

$ du -hs anaconda3/
3.4G anaconda3/

Full anaconda installation in home directory takes just under six minutes and 
requires 3.4 GB of disk space



Anaconda installation

WARNING:
You currently have a PYTHONPATH environment variable set. This may cause
unexpected behavior when running the Python interpreter in Anaconda3.
For best results, please verify that your PYTHONPATH only points to
directories of packages that are compatible with the Python interpreter
in Anaconda3: /home/etrain109/anaconda3

Do you wish the installer to prepend the Anaconda3 install location
to PATH in your /home/etrain109/.bashrc ? [yes|no]
[no] >>> yes

Appending source /home/etrain109/anaconda3/bin/activate to 
/home/etrain109/.bashrc
A backup will be made to: /home/etrain109/.bashrc-anaconda3.bak

$ which python3
~/anaconda3/bin/python3

The Anaconda installer can automatically modify the .bashrc to point to the newly 
installed Python location. Beware of possible conflicts due to existing 
PYTHONPATH.



Installing packages

$ python3
Python 3.6.4 |Anaconda, Inc.| (default, Jan 16 2018, 18:10:19)
[GCC 7.2.0] on linux
>>> from Bio import SeqIO
Traceback (most recent call last):
File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>

ModuleNotFoundError: No module named 'Bio’

$ conda install BioPython

$ python3
Python 3.6.4 |Anaconda, Inc.| (default, Jan 16 2018, 18:10:19)
[GCC 7.2.0] on linux
>>> from Bio import SeqIO
>>>

Although Anaconda comes with a large number of standard packages, users may 
still need to install additional packages. This can be done using conda



Installing packages

$ python3
$ conda install graphviz
Solving environment: done

graphviz: 2.40.1-h25d223c_0 
Downloading and Extracting Packages
graphviz

$ python3
>>> import graphviz
Traceback (most recent call last):
ModuleNotFoundError: No module named 'graphviz'

$ pip install graphviz
Installing collected packages: graphviz
Successfully installed graphviz-0.8.3

$ python3
>>> import graphviz
>>> graphviz.__version__
'0.8.3'

But beware that sometimes special installations may be needed
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/33433274/anaconda-graphviz-cant-import-after-installation

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/33433274/anaconda-graphviz-cant-import-after-installation


Miniconda vs. Anaconda
• Miniconda includes only conda (open source package manager and 

environment management system) and its dependencies. Anaconda includes 
conda plus about 720 widely used packages.

• Installing Miniconda is quick (~ one minute) and requires little space (348 MB)

• Which one is right for you? It depends. According to
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/45421163/anaconda-vs-miniconda

https://stackoverflow.com/questions/45421163/anaconda-vs-miniconda


Listing installed packages

$ conda list
# packages in environment at /home/etrain109/anaconda3:
#
# Name Version Build Channel
_ipyw_jlab_nb_ext_conf 0.1.0 py36he11e457_0 
alabaster 0.7.10 py36h306e16b_0 
anaconda 5.1.0 py36_2 
anaconda-client 1.6.9 py36_0 
anaconda-navigator 1.7.0 py36_0 
…
yaml 0.1.7 had09818_2 
zeromq 4.2.2 hbedb6e5_2 
zict 0.1.3 py36h3a3bf81_0 
zlib 1.2.11 ha838bed_2 

Installed packages and their versions can be listed using “conda list”. Of 
course, you can still get this information from the Python prompt using the 
appropriate dunder (e.g. numpy.__version__)



Additional material

• Intel Math Kernel Library (MKL)

• Working with environments

• Managing R with conda

• Jupyter notebooks and environments



A few words about MKL
To get the best performance for numerically intensive applications, we 
recommend using the Intel MKL library of threaded and vectorized math 
routines. Anaconda 2.5 (February 2016) and later come with MKL-powered 
versions of NumPy, SciPy and Scikit-learn.

https://docs.anaconda.com/mkl-optimizations/

It is possible to opt out of using MKL

https://docs.anaconda.com/mkl-optimizations/#uninstalling-mkl

Not sure why anyone would want to do that when running on a modern 
cluster or supercomputer other than for benchmarking purposes when 
testing new math libraries.

https://docs.anaconda.com/mkl-optimizations/
https://docs.anaconda.com/mkl-optimizations/


A few words about MKL
Can confirm that NumPy, SciPy and scikit-learn were built using MKL with 
the show_config() method

>>> import numpy as np
>>> np.show_config()
mkl_info:

libraries = ['mkl_rt', 'pthread']
library_dirs = ['/home/etrain109/anaconda3/lib']
define_macros = [('SCIPY_MKL_H', None), ('HAVE_CBLAS', None)]
include_dirs = ['/home/etrain109/anaconda3/include']

blas_mkl_info:
libraries = ['mkl_rt', 'pthread']
library_dirs = ['/home/etrain109/anaconda3/lib']
define_macros = [('SCIPY_MKL_H', None), ('HAVE_CBLAS', None)]
include_dirs = ['/home/etrain109/anaconda3/include']

blas_opt_info:
libraries = ['mkl_rt', 'pthread']
library_dirs = ['/home/etrain109/anaconda3/lib’]

...



A few words about MKL
>>> a = np.random.rand(20000,20000)
>>> ainv = np.linalg.inv(a)



Working with environments
Environments give you the flexibility to use different versions of Python 
and/or Python packages without altering your default environment (i.e. the 
one created when installing Anaconda or Miniconda). Before creating new 
environments, you may need to update conda to the latest version

$ conda update -n base conda
Solving environment: done

## Package Plan ##

environment location: /home/etrain109/anaconda3

added / updated specs:
- conda

The following packages will be downloaded:
package | build
---------------------------|-----------------
conda-4.5.1 | py36_0 1.0 MB



Creating environments
Environments are created using the conda create command. A few 
examples are shown below for creating environments based on different 
Python versions and/or packages

# Environment with different Python version (3.4)
$ conda create -n py34 python=3.4

# Environment with older zlib version
$ conda create -n ozl zlib=1.2.8

# Environment with older Python and zlib versions
$ conda create -n py35ozl python=3.5 zlib=1.2.8



Creating environments
The new environment builds on the base environment that was created 
during the Anaconda installation and can be found under anaconda3/env. It 
encompasses the minimal set of changes that are necessary to deal with 
dependencies 

$ ls anaconda3/envs/ozl/lib/
libz.a libz.so libz.so.1 libz.so.1.2.8 pkgconfig

$ ls anaconda3/lib
cairo libharfbuzz-gobject.so libpng.so libQt5XmlPatterns.so
cmake libharfbuzz-gobject.so.0 libpython3.6m.a 
libQt5XmlPatterns.so.5
[-- 903 lines not shown --]
libharfbuzz-gobject.a libpng.a libQt5XmlPatterns.la 
xsltConf.sh
libharfbuzz-gobject.la libpng.la libQt5XmlPatterns.prl



Listing and removing environments
Environments are listed and removed with the conda info and remove 
commands. In the example below, we list the environments before and after 
removing the ”ozl” environment. 

$ conda info --envs
base * /home/etrain109/anaconda3
ozl /home/etrain109/anaconda3/envs/ozl
py35ozl /home/etrain109/anaconda3/envs/py35ozl
py34 /home/etrain109/anaconda3/envs/py34

$ conda remove -n ozl --all

$ conda info --envs
base * /home/etrain109/anaconda3
py35ozl    /home/etrain109/anaconda3/envs/py35ozl
py34 /home/etrain109/anaconda3/envs/py34



Activating/deactivating environments
Use source activate and source deactivate to change environments. Note 
that the prompt changes to reflect the new environment and that repeated 
calls to activate create a stack of environments.

$ python3 -V
Python 3.6.4 :: Anaconda, Inc.
$ source activate py34

(py34) $ python3 -V
Python 3.4.5 :: Continuum Analytics, Inc.
(py34) $ source activate p35_oldzlib

(p35_oldzlib) $ python3 -V
Python 3.5.5 :: Anaconda, Inc.

(p35_oldzlib) $ source deactivate
(py34) $ source deactivate
$



Managing R with conda

Although Anaconda and Jupyter are usually associated with the Python 
community, keep in mind that conda is language agnostic.

$ which R
/opt/R/bin/R

$ conda install -c r r-irkernel
Solving environment: done
## Package Plan ##
environment location: /home/etrain109/anaconda3

$ which R
/home/etrain109/anaconda3/bin/R



Managing R with conda

R notebooks executed in Jupyter will use the R version found in Anaconda and 
packages will be installed in anaconda3/lib/R/library. Personally, I find this more 
convenient than dealing with a mix of system wide and local installations.



Using Jupyter Notebooks

Notebooks provide an excellent way to integrate code, documentation and output into a 
single file. As one of my colleagues described it, notebooks are essentially executable 
documentation. Although the Notebook was originally developed for Python (IPython), 
the concept has been expanded to other languages (we’ll also see some examples in R).

Even if you’re comfortable developing code the old fashioned way (edit, save, run, 
repeat), the Jupyter notebook can make you more productive and allows you to execute 
blocks of code (cells) rather than the entire application. Graphics, results and readable 
comments can be interspersed between executable statements.



Using Jupyter Notebooks

Notebooks provide an excellent way to integrate code, documentation and output into a 
single file. As one of my colleagues described it, notebooks are essentially executable 
documentation. Although the Notebook was originally developed for Python (IPython), 
the concept has been expanded to other languages (we’ll also see some examples in R).

Even if you’re comfortable developing code the old fashioned way (edit, save, run, 
repeat), the Jupyter notebook can make you more productive and allows you to execute 
blocks of code (cells) rather than the entire application. Graphics, results and readable 
comments can be interspersed between executable statements.

OK, Notebooks aren’t completely new. They’ve been a staple of Mathematica for a long 
time but the Jupyter notebooks take things a step further by allowing the application to 
other languages and breaking the stand-alone model of Mathematica.



Using Jupyter Notebooks

https://www.theatlantic.com/science/archive/2018/04/the-scientific-paper-is-obsolete/556676/



Using environments with Jupyter

We showed earlier how to create new Python environments that use different versions 
of Python and/or packages. When working from the command line, it was easy to 
change environment

$ source activate myenv
(myenv) $

When working with Jupyter, a few more steps are needed

(1) conda install nb_conda_kernels

(2) Then from each environment
conda install ipykernel

The first step adds the functionality to the Jupyter notebooks to list the kernels, while the 
second step adds the environment to the list of kernels



Using environments with Jupyter
We can select a non-default kernel for our new notebooks



Using environments with Jupyter
We can also change the kernel for an open notebook 


